It’s Madonna vs. Bullock in Jewelry Styles

American Teens Say They Want Quality Time With Parents
(NAPSA)—A new national poll
contradicts the conventional wisdom that teenagers want their
parents to “just leave them alone.”
Up to 67 percent of America’s
teens say they actually want to
spend more time with their parents. That’s according to an online
survey of 1,250 adults and teens
conducted by Opinion Research
Corporation.
Nearly half of the teens who
responded said they would be happier and better adjusted if they
were able to spend more time with
their parents or other adult caregivers, such as grandparents,
aunts, uncles or adults outside the
family.
“While most make it through
adolescence without excessive
stress, teenagers are at greater risk
of school drop out, arrest, drug use
and some psychological disorders
than other age groups,” explains
Dr. Holly Kreider, a research associate at the Harvard Family
Research Project at the Harvard
Graduate School of Education.
“This is when they need engaged
adults in their lives, to help separate the good from the bad and to
know that they have a chance for a
great future ahead of them.”
The survey shows what some
say is a clear disconnect in a number of American families. While
nearly a quarter of teen respondents said their parents don’t
seem to have enough time to
spend with them, the majority of
the parents surveyed did not

According to a new survey, many
teens want to spend more time
with their parents.
report having struggles with finding enough time to spend with
their kids. Dr. Kreider says this
disconnect may be the result of
parents underestimating the
amount of time their kids want
and need from adults.
But parents are faced with
many demands for their time,
ranging from careers, to their own
hobbies and activities, to potentially caring for their own adult
parents—all things that can take
away from the time they might
otherwise spend with their children. Single parents may have
even less time for their kids. So
how can a parent achieve more
quality time with a teen?
Dr. Kreider, who has worked
extensively on programs that
strengthen parent involvement
and engagement, advises parents
to seek out local family resources.
She has served as an advisor to
Boys & Girls Clubs of America

(BGCA), an organization that
s h e says has recognized and
responded to the needs of parents,
with local assistance in strengthening families.
In particular, BGCA’s Family
P.L.U.S. (Parents Leading, Uniting Serving) initiative, which is
funded through a $7 million grant
from the Kimberly-Clark Corporation, provides family-strengthening activities and resources in
local communities to help families
become more stable, cohesive and
connected. More information is
available at www.bgca.org/pro
grams/specialized.asp.
There’s more good news for
parents. Teens say it’s the simple
things—like taking walks, sharing
meals, playing games, watching
TV and talking more with each
other—that they most want to do
more of with their parents. They
also say—and parents agree—that
they’d like to spend more time as
a family planning for the future.
“It may be surprising to many
parents that teens don’t expect
lavish getaways just for family
time, but rather that they would
much rather have the quality time
at home,” said Kreider. “This
should open the doors for many
parents who were hesitant to ask
their teen if they’d like to do
something around the house
together or to go see a movie.”
To learn more about the programs available through the Boys
& Girls Clubs of America, visit
www.bgca.org.

GOING PLATINUM: Madonna adds dazzle with Platinum jewels, while
Sandra Bullock uses them to glam up her jeans.
(NAPSA)—When it comes to
bling, it seems it’s Madonna vs.
Sandra Bullock.
More than any other celebs out
there, they personify what experts
say are two of the major trends in
jewelry today: the Glam Goddess
Look (Madonna), notable for the
truly spectacular Platinum necklaces and bracelets worn to accentuate the most elegant evening
gowns; and the Denim Chic Look
(Bullock), a more laid-back style—
think funky Platinum jewelry
with skinny jeans—that’s a whole
lot easier for women not making
$12 million a movie to replicate.
“Jewelry is a vital part of any
ensemble,” said jewelry and style
expert Michael O’Connor. “Celebs
love Platinum jewelry because its
natural white luster enhances the
brilliance of diamonds.”
Madonna and Bullock aren’t

the only celebs that add luster
with Platinum. “Desperate Housewives” star Eva Longoria might
wear a simple black cocktail dress
but add a pair of statement Platinum and diamond earrings by
Peter Norman & Co. or a necklace
by Fred Leighton.
A-listers who prefer jeans
know to layer on the bling with
stiletto drop earrings, multiple
necklaces and cuff bracelets by
Kwiat.
Platinum, known for being
rare, hypoallergenic and lasting
forever, provides more bang for
the buck because its white luster
doesn’t compete with colors and
fabric textures. A simple set of
Platinum hoops by Suna Bros.
Inc. or cufflinks by Daniel K are
good starters for non-celebs.
For the latest red-carpet looks,
visit www.preciousplatinum.com.

(NAPSA)—There are both personal and technological dangers
associated with a child’s Internet
use. Not only might a child access
Web sites containing inappropriate material, but sometimes the
simple act of visiting a malicious
Web site can cause spyware,
worms or other digital threats to
be downloaded and installed on
your computer. This information
comes from “A Parents’ Guide to
Internet Safety”—a free publication that is part of a program
called “Kids Club” developed by
Geeks On Call to provide parents
with simple, practical advice
about protecting their children
from digital dangers. To learn
more about Kids Club or to download the free Parents’ Guide, visit
www.geeksoncall.com/kidsclub.
***
The Red Cross found that only
16 percent of Americans feel they
are “very prepared” should a natural disaster or emergency strike.
Don’t be caught unprepared.
Make a plan and stock up on supplies. For example, Husky makes
a 160-piece mechanics kit with
wrenches and pliers for shutting
off utilities, a hammer for boarding up windows, and socket
wrenches and ratchets for practically any mechanical problem.
***
The nonprofit educational

organization behind “Sesame
Street” has developed a new line
of DVDs called Sesame Beginnings, which has been created for
children and their caregivers.
***
According to the experts at HP,
before you shop for a printer, you
should consider whether the
model and manufacturer offer
support during business hours
and after hours; easily accessible
supplies; a comprehensive warranty that covers everything, not
just the hardware; and connectivity. For more tips on shopping for
printers, visit www.hp.com.
***
You can calculate your personal
impact on the environment at
http://www.climatecrisis.net/take
action/carboncalculator. To save
money and the environment,
many people sign up for Direct
Deposit or Direct Payment at
www.electronicpayments.org.

The Sweetness Of Grilling: Create Scrumptious
Desserts Without Heating Up The Kitchen
(NAPSA)—A meal just isn’t
complete without dessert. But
instead of reaching for storebought sweets or those unimaginative brownies from a box, get
more mileage out of your grill by
grilling your next dessert.
“Years ago, even the most
inventive cooks treated the idea of
making desserts on a grill with
skepticism, but now you can’t
claim to be a master griller unless
you have at least a couple desserts
in your repertoire,” said Jamie
Purviance, author of Weber’s Real
Grilling. “The truth is out about
their great taste, and then there is
the dramatic effect of opening the
lid and surprising your guests
with sizzling sweets.”
Preparing a grilled dessert can
be as easy as warming fresh fruits
such as halved bananas, split
peaches or sliced pineapples over
direct heat and serving them with
a scoop of ice cream. Or you can
use indirect heat to actually bake
something simple such as a fruit
cobbler or crisp.
“In many ways, a covered grill
works as an oven,” said Purviance.
“The hot flames cook like a broiler
that has flipped to the bottom of
the oven, browning the surfaces of
cut fruit, making them tender and
sweeter. And, if you grill over indirect heat by turning off the middle
gas burner or pushing the coals to
the sides and closing the lid, you
can cook a dessert in a pan over
the unlit area of the grill.”

Grilling fruit such as these roasted
pears will delight your guests and
please their taste buds.
Purviance has partnered with
Weber-Stephen Products Co., the
premier manufacturer of charcoal
and gas grills, grilling accessories
and other outdoor room products,
to offer consumers useful and creative tips for firing up desserts on
their grills.
Before You Begin. If grilled
fruits are on your menu, select
ones that are ripe (or almost ripe)
and firm. Purviance says that
fruits will soften on the grill, so he
recommends selecting firm produce to ensure they will hold their
shape while cooking.
Time and Temperature. Purviance suggests knowing how long
and at what temperature to grill
to produce the finest results.
Peaches should be cut into halves
and grilled over direct medium
heat for 8-10 minutes. Bananas

are best split lengthwise, with the
skin left on to hold the fruit’s
shape, and grilled over direct
medium heat for approximately 68 minutes. Pineapples should be
peeled, cored and cut into 1⁄2-inch
slices or 1-inch wedges, then
grilled for 5-10 minutes over
direct medium heat.
Hold the Chicken. While that
teriyaki chicken was delectable,
its remnants left on the grill won’t
taste good on grilled peaches. Purviance offers this remedy before
grilling up desserts—simply brush
the grates clean with a stiff wire
brush.
Better with Butter. Butter
makes almost anything taste better, and fruit is no exception. Purviance recommends brushing fruit
lightly on all sides with melted
butter and a little sugar for sweetness before grilling it. This coating will also help prevent the fruit
from sticking.
Never Leave Your Post. The
sweet succulence of most fruits
turns golden brown and delicious
on the grill, but left too long in
place, golden brown can turn to
black and bitter. Purviance recommends watching the fruit carefully and turning occasionally. To
check the color and doneness,
slide a thin spatula gently under
the fruit and slightly lift.
Your sweet tooth will never be
the same.
For recipes and more grilling
tips, visit www.weber.com.
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